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TABLE 2. Comparison of preoperative and aided postoperative (using CI processors) audiologic measures. NR 
indicates no response; SAT, speech awareness threshold; CI, cochlear implantation.

• Audiological benefit has been found in subjects 1, 2 (hypoplasia 
group). They showed comparable results as regarding aided 
hearing threshold and SRT. 

• Subject 3 showed relative improvement in comparison to the other 
4 subjects in the aplasia group.   

• There was a significant improvement in threshold levels for speech 
perception as a result of cochlear implantation and there was no 
significant effect of group on the results (p> 0.05).  

FIG. 3. Average stimulation levels  for THR (left panel) and MCL (right panel) are shown for three 
groups of patients. Individual stimulation levels are also shown for THR and MCL in lower panels. 
THR indicates thresholds; MCL, maximum comfortable level; SD,standard deviation.

• Results revealed a significantly higher stimulation levels for the 
aplasia in comparison to the control group (P<.01). 

• On the other hand, stimulation levels for the hypoplasia group 
were not significantly different than those obtained in either group 
(P>.05). 

• The group with nerve deficiency exhibited a large variability in 
stimulation levels in comparison to that in the control group. 

The relations between IAC diameter and THR (A) and MCL (B)

• There was a significant negative association between THR and the 
diameter of the IAC such that larger IAC diameter resulted in lower 
thresholds (r = -.75, n=7, p = .05).

• This relationship was not found significant for MCL (r = -.72, n=7, p 
= .06) but a similar trend can be seen. 

Cochlear nerve deficiency is one of the known causes of congenital
sensorineural deafness.1,2 The prevalence of cochlear nerve deficiency has
been reported to be as high as 18% in pediatric patients diagnosed with
congenital sensorineural hearing loss.3 It is generally agreed that a cochlear
nerve is considered hypoplastic if it is smaller in diameter than that of the
facial nerve in the midportion of the internal auditory canal or aplastic if it is
absent as confirmed by imaging findings.2,4
Management of hearing loss in children with cochlear nerve deficiency poses
a multidimensional challenge. Cochlear nerve deficiency was considered as a
contraindication for CI.5 On the other hand, some implant clinic did not
consider it as an absolute contraindication for CI. This was justified based on
the limited MRI resolution which may not be sufficient to accurately visualize
all hypoplasia cases in addition to the fact that some patients with auditory
nerve aplasia responded to electrical stimulation when implanted with a CI.6,7
The other implant option for rehabilitation of these patients is auditory
brainstem implant which is more invasive, critical, expensive, and not
available in all implant centers.
During the last two decades more patients with cochlear nerve deficiency have
undergone cochlear implantation. However, the reported audiologic outcome
in children diagnosed with cochlear nerve deficiency is quite variable with
some showing successful implantation outcome7,8 and others demonstrated
poor outcome in this population.9,10 Therefore, the aim of this study was to
investigate the efficacy of CI in patients with cochlear nerve deficiency.
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Objective/Hypothesis: The aim of this study was to investigate cochlear
implantation (CI) outcome in children with nerve deficiency.
Study Design: Retrospective chart review.
Methods: A total of seven children with prelingual profound deficiency
(hypoplasia or aplasia) were included. A control group of 10 CI children with
no cochlear nerve anomalies was also included. In addition to implant
stimulation levels, children’s performance on pure-tone audiometry, speech
reception measure, and auditory and speech skills ratings were compared
across groups. Additionally, pre- and postoperative audiologic results were
evaluated for the group with nerve deficiency.
Results: In general, children with nerve deficiency performed poorer than
those without nerve deficiency on all tested measures. Stimulation levels were
considerably higher and more variable than the control group. Results further
showed that performance was dependent on the diameter of the internal
auditory canal.
Conclusion: Overall, cochlear implantation outcome in children with auditory
nerve deficiency is poorer and extremely more variable than those without
nerve deficiency. However, three of the patients had a noticeable improvement
in auditory performance post implantation suggesting that CI is a viable
option in this population but expected benefit can be dependent on the status
of the cochlear nerve.

Subjects
A retrospective chart review design was used. In order to be included in this
study, all children were required to meet the following criteria: 1) Birman
grade 0- 4; 2) had a pre-lingual onset of deafness; 3) had severe to profound
sensorineural hearing loss; 4) used a hearing aid for a period ranged between 3
and 6 months before implantation; 5) had a minimum of one year of CI use at
the time of data collection; 6) underwent rehabilitation for at least one year
using auditory-verbal therapy; and 7) had preoperative CT and MRI with
documented diagnosis of cochlear nerve deficiency. Those who do not meet
these criteria were excluded.
A total of 7 participants (2 males and 5 females) were included (Table 1). A
control group of 10 CI children (7 males and 3 females) with no cochlear
nerve anomalies were also included. The control group was matched to the
study group in terms of implantation age and CI use. All children were
implanted in our tertiary CI center using MED-EL SYNCHRONY device
(MED-EL, Innsbruck, Austria).

Assessment

Based on radiologic evidence, all included patients were confirmed with
cochlear nerve aplasia or hypoplasia according to the IAC nerve grading
system described by Birman et al.11 The evaluation of nerves within the IAC
was performed with the reconstructed parasagittal MR images. Figure 1 shows
MRI findings of patient number 6 with cochlear nerve aplasia (a) and patient
number 2 with cochlear nerve hypoplasia (b).

Generally, preoperative audiological assessments consisted of objective
measures such as auditory brainstem responses (ABR), and otoacoustic
emissions (OAEs). All subjects in both groups revealed absent ABR and OAE
responses reflecting bilateral severe to profound SNHL. Preoperative
assessment further included behavioral audiologic measures such as pure tone
audiometry using visual reinforcement audiometry (VRA) or play audiometry,
and speech reception thresholds (SRTs) or speech awareness threshold (SAT).
Post-operative audiologic assessment included PTA and SRTs/SATs in free
field. Additionally, in order to assess patients’ performance with their devices
in everyday auditory environment, categorical scales were administered by a
professional speech therapist. These scales included the administration of the
Meaningful Auditory Integration Scale (MAIS) to assess the auditory skills of
children and the Meaningful Use of Speech Scale (MUSS) to evaluate
children’s verbal ability in everyday situations.12,13
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Ø Patients with cochlear nerve deficiency had generally poorer 

implantation outcome than that observed in the control group. 

Ø Outcomes were extremely variable and more dependent on the 

status of the cochlear nerve. 

Ø Three of the patients had a noticeable improvement in auditory 

performance post implantation suggesting that CI is a viable 

option in this population. 

Ø Stimulation levels and SATs were found to be related to the 

diameter of the IAC; this perhaps suggest that the diameter of 

the IAC may serve as a prognostic factor in determining the 

extent of implantation outcome 

RESULTS

Average scores on MAIS and MUSS scales are compared for the three groups of patients in panel. MAIS 
indicates Meaningful Auditory Integration Scale; MUSS, Meaningful Use of Speech Scale; SD, standard 
deviation.

• The control group achieved significantly better scores on both 
measures than those obtained in the aplasia group (P<.005) but 
their scores were comparable to those obtained in the 
hypoplasia group. 

• There were no significant differences in performance between 
the hypoplasia and the aplasia groups (P> .05).

Subject Gender A
ge Ear CI use Cochlear 

nerve
Ner
ve 

grad
ing

Cochlear aperture diameter IAC diameter Ear anomaly

1 F 3 Left 1.5 Hypoplastic I
V 1.2 4.68 None

2 F 7 Left 2.5 Hypoplastic I
V 1.9 4.79 None

3 M 3 Left 2 Aplastic II Absent 5 Absent semicircular canal & dilated vestibule

4 F 6 Left 2.5 Aplastic II 1 2.3 Absent superior semicircular canal & fused vestibule 
with lateral semicircular canal

5 M 3 Right 2.5 Aplastic 0 Absent 1.8 None

6 F 5 Left 2.5 Aplastic I 0.66 2.62 None

7 F 4 Right 2 Aplastic II
I Absent 1.9 Absent posterior semicircular canal & enlarged vestibular 

aqueduct

FIG. 1. MRI of subject #6 with cochlear nerve aplasia showing one nerve inside left IAC (A) 
and MRI of subject #2 with cochlear nerve hypoplasia showing only two nerves inside left 
IAC (B). MRI indicates magnetic resonance imaging; IAC, internal auditory canal.

Subject
500 Hz 1000 Hz 2000 Hz 4000 Hz SATs/SRT

Preop. Postop. Preop. Postop. Preop. Postop. Preop. Postop. Preop. Postop.
1 75 35 80 40 NR 45 NR 40 75 25/40

2 80 35 NR 30 NR 30 NR 30 80 15/25

3 75 50 NR 40 NR 40 NR 45 75 35

4 80 70 85 80 80 NR 90 NR 85 70

5 80 NR 80 NR NR NR NR NR 80 NR

6 NR 70 NR NR NR NR NR NR NR 70

7 85 80 80 75 115 NR NR NR 75 70
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